


Community effects of passing "proof of vaccination" legislation: 

1. Requiring patrons to show proof of COVID vaccination will be unequivocally detrimental to the 
economy of business affected by the legislation in our community. County residents will easily
become patrons of business in adjacent counties. Affected businesses will slowly and surely be 
forces to close. 

2. Employees forced to show proof of COVID vaccination against personal beliefs will create
additional losses for our local economy as workers choose employment elsewhere.

3. With the SARS-Cov-2 variants that have evolved and are evolving, there is no evidence that
vaccination is or will be effective in preventing infection and transmission. A proof of vaccination
will create a false sense of security that vaccination prevents transmission, which is contrary to 
any scientific data. Additionally, this creates an endless cycle of forcing COVID vaccine boosters
and showing proof to enter business, which is extremely hypocritical in relation to flu and other
vaccinations.

4. Despite a mostly democratic demographic in Montgomery County, an exceptionally large 
number of individuals are against forced vaccination, regardless of their vaccination status. 

5. Passing this legislation would be a significant move from true democratic leadership. Voting
county residents will re-evaluate voting choices, and this decision may even affect where people 
choose to live, creating an exodus of residents and businesses out of the county, like it is widely
reported for states like New York. 

6. Requiring any vaccination "passport" sets precedence that individuals no longer have the rights
to make their own decisions regarding their body and it is an unacceptable government
overreach, as also recently affirmed by the United States Supreme Court, into ones' private life. 

I appreciate you taking the time to read my concerns. I enjoy being a resident of Montgomery County 
and entrust you to realize that rejecting the COVID vaccination requirement for entering business will be 
most beneficial in helping this county recover from the past couple of years. 

Sincerely, 

) 
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Rossana Berti, PhD  
Olney, MD 20832 


